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A lot has changed over the past 50 years in how Vermont maple syrup is made and brought to market. In 

the woods, buckets are a thing of the past, while plastic spouts, pipeline, and improved tapping have 

combined with powerful vacuum systems to boost sap production. In the sugarhouse, a sugarmaker 50 

years ago had to boil 40 gallons of sap to produce a gallon of maple syrup. But today a producer with a 

reverse-osmosis (RO) system can remove most of the water in raw sap using electricity, greatly reducing 

the time and fuel associated with processing maple sap into syrup. This has allowed sugarmakers to 

spend less time in the sugarhouse and more time maintaining and expanding pipeline systems in the 

woods. The emergence of RO has also opened the door for new sugarmakers – both small scale part-

time producers and very large scale commercial operations – to enter the maple industry. Meanwhile, in 

the marketplace, although for years Canada has made aggressive use of maple production quotas to 

stablilize prices for its own sugarmakers (often to the benefit of US producers), today’s booming 

production threatens to drive down prices. At the same time the growing costs of financing new 

technologies and meeting new regulatory standards are an increasing burden, especially for small and 

medium scale producers. Finally, the impacts of changes in climate – including more erratic weather, 

more unpredictable start- and end-times for sugaring season, the spread of new maple tree pests, and 

changes in the geographical distribution of viable maple tree habitat – are only beginning to be 

understood. What happens over the next 50 years of sugarmaking in Vermont will depend on how 

sugarmakers, policymakers, and the new class of maple industrialists respond to and manage these 

varied technological, market, and climatic shifts 


